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VARIOUS ACCESSORIES

In polypropylene, they ensure fast, reliable and convenient spill absorption and removal
Highly resistant, to quickly soak up liquids
The multiple layer structure gives the product added strength, excellent absorbency and fluid retention
Flame resistant, over 99% incinerable
Free from hazardous or dangerous substances
Universal pads and rolls absorb and retain fuels, cooling fluids, solvents and water

Absorbent pads and rolls

Suitable for oils
They quickly absorb hydrocarbons leaks and spills
Water-repellent, also suitable for outdoor work areas and efficient even in rainy weather
Suitable for absorbing oils and hydrocarbons on water, gasoline, diesel, benzene, 
toluene, methanol, mineral oils and neat oil free from water, they will float even if saturated

Code N 9918 0000 N 9918/0 Each  125,00  1

Pads - Dimensions 48x38 cm
For daily maintenance work on small surfaces
Absorption volume 126 l/pack
In 100 pad pack - Approx. weight 5,9 kg

Roll - Dimensions 45,7 m x h 40 cm
To soak up spills on large surfaces
Ideal for high traffic areas, they can be used to make the floor clean and 
safe and help absorbing machinery leaks, so as to reduce the risk of falls
and injuries - Efficient even in rainy weather
40 cm tear-off sheets on the roll, to reduce waste
Absorption volume 240 l/pack
Each sheet measures 40x38 cm
Can be used with wiper roll stand N 9917/1
In 2-roll pack - Approx. weight 11,6 kg
Code N 9918 1000 N 9918/1 Per pack  246,00  1

Type for universal use
For daily maintenance work on small surfaces
Suitable for absorbing leaks, spills and dripping from machines
Suitable for hydrocarbons and derivatives, cutting oils, coolants, hydraulic fluids, 
mineral oils, solvents and water

Pads - Dimensions 48x38 cm
Absorption volume 108 l/pack
In 100 pad pack - Approx. weight 6,5 kg
Code N 9918 2000 N 9918/2 Per pack  132,00  1

Roll - Dimensions 40 m x h 80 cm
To soak up spills on large surfaces
Ideal for high traffic areas, it can be used to make the floor clean and 
safe and help absorbing machinery leaks, so as to reduce 
the risk of falls and injuries
50 cm tear-off sheets on the roll, to reduce waste
Absorption volume 180 l
Approx. weight 9,6 kg
Code N 9918 3000 N 9918/3 Each  174,00  1

Roll for everyday cleaning - Dimensions 152 m x h 31 cm
Strong and resistant, it can be used instead of cloths and paper for cleaning hands
Suitable for removing oils and hydrocarbons from machines, tools and workpieces
Tear-off by hands, without dust
462 crosswise tear-offs (every 33 cm) 
Absorption volume 44 l
Approx. weight 4,3 kg - In 2-roll pack
Code N 9918 4000 N 9918/4 Per pack  279,00  1




